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Walker and Walker / Getty Images Launching major transformation efforts is a common way for business leaders to try to get up in the race or just keep their heads above water. But too many of these efforts fail. Change is difficult, and many people not only resist it, but also seek to undermine it. It's no surprise that at the time, a McKinsey survey found that only 26% of transformation initiatives succeeded.
Most successful transformations have one thing in common: Change is driven by empowerment, not by the top. In my research into transformative political revolutions, social movements and organisational change, successful efforts not only identify resistance from the start, but also make plans to overcome those who oppose transformation. And this is not done with bribery, coercion, secession or
leadership, but by enabling others within their organizations to change themselves. That's how they do it. Start with a small group. Usually leaders begin transformation efforts with a big blow. It makes sense: they want to build momentum early by clearly reporting the goals. This can be effective if there is already a ready consensus on the initiative. But if the desired change is truly transformational, it is likely
to face fierce opposition; momentum can be a powerful force, even stronger than hope or fear. So starting with a major communication campaign, essentially presenting the initiative as an accept, you are very likely to root out the opposition of those who are skeptical of change. Most successful transformations start with small groups that are poorly connected but united by a shared goal. They are made by
people who are already enthusiastic about the initiative, but are ready to test the assumptions and later hire their peers. Leaders can give voice to this shared goal and help these small groups connect, but convincing needs to be done on the ground. If people don't feel they've achieved the effort, it's probably not too far away. For example, when Wyeth Pharmaceuticals bothered to drive a major
transformation to adopt lean manufacturing practices, it began with only a few groups in several factories. The effort soon spread to thousands of employees at more than a dozen sites and cut costs by 25%. Identify key change. Any change of effort begins with some kind of complaint: Costs need to be cut, customers better served, or employees more engaged, for example. Wise managers turn this
inability into a vision for tomorrow that will not only deal with the complaint, but will also move the organization forward and create a better future. However, this vision is rarely achievable at once. The most significant problems have interconnected root causes, so to try to achieve an ambitious vision, all at once is more likely to turn into a five-year march failure rather than achieving results. It is therefore
crucial to start with a key amendment that represents a clear and tangible tangible stakeholders and paves the way for greater changes along the way. This difference between aspiration and practical reality is the challenge Barry Libenson faced when he arrived at Experian as a CIO in 2015. Still, to achieve it, it needs to move from the company's traditional infrastructure to the cloud, an initiative that raises
serious security and reliability concerns. It started by developing real-time data access methods for internal use, rather than directly addressing customer-focused features. This required his team to engage many of the same stakeholders and develop many of the processes that would require a complete change in the cloud and allowed it to show some early results. Once we developed some internal APIs,
people could see that there was tremendous potential, and we gained some momentum, Lubbenson said. The experience not only successfully moved to the cloud, but also launched its Ascend platform based on the new infrastructure, which is now the fastest growing part of the business. - No, no, no, no, no, no, we don't too often associate every big change with a charismatic leader. American civil rights
and the Indian independence movements will always be associated with Martin Luther King Jr. and Mohanda Gandhi, respectively. Similarly, the turnarounds of big companies such as IBM and Alcoa were credited to their CEOs at the time, Lou Gertner and Paul O'Neill. The truth is more complicated. King, for example, is just one of the big six leaders of American civil rights. Gerstner won allies by
redirecting the company to customers. O'Neill won over the unions by making serious commitments to workplace safety. These examples show why, in his book Leaders: Myth and Reality, General Stanley McChrystal defines effective leadership as a complex system of relationships between leaders and followers, in a particular context that gives meaning to its members. Any major change requires both
leadership at the top and the expansion and deepening of ties through privacy - not coercion - an ecosystem of stakeholders. Consider the case of Talia Milgrom-Elcott, co-founder of 100Kin10. When she stood to launch a movement to recruit and retain 100,000 STEM teachers for 10 years, she knew there was no shortage of capable groups working to improve education. In fact, she has worked with
many people who build countless approaches to the issue. But they've never met. And so it created a collaborative platform that brings together nearly 300 partner organizations through conferences, working groups and networking. Today, 100Kin10 is ahead of schedule to meet its goal. He survives victory. Often the most dangerous part of any effort to (f) where the original objectives have been met. That
is why successful transformation leaders focus not only on objectives, but also on the process of change itself. If White had stopped with a 25% cut in spending, he would soon be in trouble again. But as its employees embraced lean production methods, the company was able to move on. Similarly, if Experian had only been satisfied with a shift to new technological infrastructure, little would have been
gained. In some cases, the benefits of successful transformation can be decades. Because transformation was first and for all technology, we were able to continue to embrace these values as long as technology and the market continue to evolve. After almost mortal experience, the company remains profitable today. Editor's note: An earlier version of this article contacted Barry Lybenson as CEO of
Experian. He's the company's CIO. Page 2 (No comments yet) Write an estimated quantity (No comments) Write an item for review: #H054QG-PDF-ENG Weight: 1.00 lbs Author: Greg Satell Best Selling: FAKE CLASSIC: FAKE COPYRIGHT PERM Flag: True Educator Message Flag: False Main Category: HBR Digital Article Publishing Date: August 27, 2019 Publication of the Date Range: Last 12 Months
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beginners. Related topics: Newsletter promo Summaries and excerpts from the latest books, special offers, etc. Start a free workable trial and access interview planning tools, interview sets and score cards. Getting started Some management and leadership strategies are effective in all areas in business, nonprofits, community, volunteering, and government organizations. Specific strategies exist for
specific purposes, such as classroom management, IT management and non-profit management, but managers can tailor many of the principles to adapt to different situations. According to Rosabeth Moss Kanter of Harvard Business School, Leaders often come in pairs, tris and quartets acting as a spirit, even if one of them has a final right. Leaders find the best people, train and prepare them carefully,
put them in the right positions and pass them on to the game plan. At this point, success depends on the players on the field. When trust and loyalty exist in the leadership team, more innovation emerges, more projects are launched and more work is done. When the burned staff burns with stress or exhaustion, the whole project suffers. Kathleen O'Connor, owner of the Justice System for burning an
employee. First, limit or remove Friday meetings and allow employees to start weekends without work-related responsibilities. Second, avoid weekends and limit working nights away from home. Third, limit the technological thetrics to work. Staff must not feel pressure to check voicemail, email or pagers or respond to anyone other than emergency messages. Leaders show loyalty to the team by welcoming
the discussion and respect for dissent and taking seriously the feedback of their followers. They show a willingness to take into account other opinions, allowing open conversation and taking into account all relevant points of view. Maintaining an open conversation is not just a show of solidarity. Managers benefit from views and feedback, as well as exposure to new information. Effective managers, such as
good chess players, learn to anticipate problems and opportunities, make allowances for the unexpected and understand the consequences of actions. Based on the experience gained, the contributions of colleagues, factual variables and observations about the responses and reactions of others, they try to think two or three moves forward. Leaders create teams for success or failure by effectively setting
goals, priorities, standards and expectations. Managers should be held accountable for whether people are able to meet expectations and ensure that team members are never exposed to humiliation when they ask for clarification or express valid concerns. In a rapidly changing economy, business leaders need to balance top-down and bottom-up strategies to increase their growth potential. In top-down
systems, managers communicate guidance, information, plans, goals and expectations to lower-level teams expected to implement or achieve them. The weakness of this approach is that moss communication will recognize the possibility of failure. Strength, if the top-down strategy is implemented effectively, is clarity of vision and directional control. In bottom-up systems, team members participate in
every step of the management process, leading to a faster response to changing conditions and the inclusion of more information. Information.
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